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SWARASANGAMAM- 2019

International Music Reality Show
First Time in  India and Dubai

India VS Dubai
ORGANISED BY: GLC Events 

(Global Ladies Circle)
SELECTION THROUGH YOUTUBE CHANNEL 



1.What  is GLC?  

Global Ladies Circle.

2. What is the function of Global Ladies Circle?
Global ladies Circle is a YouTube channel
Exclusively for all Indian Ladies living 
worldwide. This is not only a movement but 
also a collective effort to bring together 
Women and Empower them and promote 
their  business.



3.What is GLC Events?
Global Ladies Circle is starting another YouTube
channel for the Talents of INDIA and Abroad. 
First, we are starting with a Musical Event
“ Swara Sangamam ” 2019. International Music 

Reality Show First time in INDIA  VS  DUBAI

4.Who can be the Participants?
Participant who can sing Tamil song any where  
in INDIA can participate in this International 
Music Reality Show. Male and Female of 15 to
30 years can be the participants.



5. Can Participant sing in other Languages?
No. Only Tamil Song will be acceptable.

6. How many songs can a participant send?
One video, one song ,one time. Participant 
must sing a Full Tamil song. In case of 2 or
more  videos, the participant will be 
disqualified.

7. How many participants shall be  selected 
from  INDIA?
30  to 40 participants will be chosen by 
the audition.



8. Will judges take note of the shruthi?

Yes, shruthi will be an important 
factor.

9.  Is shruthi box allowed?
Yes, shruthi box is allowed. 
There won’t be any marks 
deducted even if it’s not there.



10.What should a participant do in order to
register details for GLC events?
Participants must fill up the form and send 
the recorded music video along with it.
https://tinyurl.com/indiavsdubai

11. Who will fly to Dubai for a grand finale?
TWO winners will participate in the grand
finale at Dubai.

https://tinyurl.com/indiavsdubai


12. About Grand Finale? 
The Grand finale will be a competition 
between the Finalists from Dubai & India. 

13.Where to check the Rules and Regulation?

glcevents YouTube channel
glc YouTube channel  
www.womenshumanity.org

http://www.womenshumanity.org/


14. Can the parents accompany the winner for 
the Grand finale held in Dubai?
Parents can accompany the winners, only at  

their own expense. The GLC Events Organiser
will not be responsible for that.

15. Who will meet the expenditure for the travel 
of the winners to dubai?
GLC Event organisers will be responsible 
for that.



16. What will be the prize for 
the Winners?
The prize will be disclosed by
the organisers later.


